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boring. . . . then suddenly







it’s SMART!!!5!



I sign here please

I i can’t. . .





TECHEM EHKV vario s iii



advice

Depending on who owns the meter and the box it plugs
into and what the contract says. . . don’t remove it, build
a faraday cage around it.

2015/07/06 grarpamp on cypherpunks ml





source:
https://www.google.as/patents/DE10123251C1?cl=en

https://www.google.as/patents/DE10123251C1?cl=en


The frequency range in which the radio system is
operating, is at 868 MHz, and the duty cycle, ie the
ratio of the transmitter-on time to the transmitter
off-time, is 0.1%. In a duty-cycle interval of one hour
the transmitter on-time, may still be sent in the wireless
telegrams 6, which after 3.6 seconds and the
transmitter-off period in which the data collector 2 may
send nothing, 3596 , 4 seconds. The maximum
continuous transmission time and the maximum
continuous interval time are each 720 milliseconds. The
length of a typical radio telegram is 4.1 milliseconds,
so that the transmission time slots and the time slots for
transmission pause extension with 5 milliseconds can be
measured.





it also says:

Secure data transfer using the CRC process and data
encryption



weeks of trying to make sense of the radio waves



















5.4.1.2 Mode T1 and T2 meter transmit : Preamble chip
sequences
The total preamble (header + synchronisation) chips
sequence for this mode is n*(01) 0000111101 with n ¿=
19.







3244 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d 2029 9a01 8709 2e0a
0023 9a70 0023 1f39 3559 454c 400e 0400 0100 0000 b04f 0000
0000 0000 0001 03



32 44 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d . . .

5.5.2.1 Mode T : L : Length field
The first byte of the first block is the length field (L = 0
to 255), which signals the total number of user bytes
(excluding the length field and the CRCs). . . .



32 44 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d 9f01 . . .

5.5.2.2 Mode T : C : Control field
The second byte is the C-field, which signals the telegram
type. According to IEC 60870-5-2:

I for the sub-mode T1 (send-no-Reply) the C-field
value C=44h is used ;



3244 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d 9f01 . . .

5.5.2.3 Mode T : M : Manufacturer ID

I Bytes 3 and 4 of the first block contain 2 bytes for a
unique user/manufacturer ID of the meter.



manuf = []

vendor = struct.unpack("<H", decoded[2:4])[0]

for i in xrange(3):

manuf.append(chr(0x40 + (vendor & 0x1f)))

vendor >>= 5

manuf = ’’.join(reversed(manuf))

>>> print manuf

TCH



3244 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d 9f01 . . .

5.5.2.4 Mode T : A : Address
This address A must be unique (at least within the
maximum transmission range). Each user/manufacturer
should guarantee that this ID is unique.



3244 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a011 9f1d 9f01 . . .

5.5.3 Mode T : CRCx : Cyclic Redundancy Check
The CRC polynomial is : x16+x13+x12+x11+x
10+x8+x6+x 5+x2+1. The initial value is : 0. The final
CRC is complemented.



3244 6850 3096 8602 6980 d541 a0 11 9f1d 9f01 . . .

5.5.2.5 Mode T : CI Control Information Field (1 byte)
. . . A0h-B7h Manufacturer specific Application Layer



and what about the rest?
.... .... .... .... .... .... ..11 9f1d

2029 9a01 8709 2e0a 0023 9a70 0023 1f39

3559 454c 400e 0400 0100 0000 b04f 0000

0000 0000 0001 03



. . . months of staring at hex dumps



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 0002
Probably some kind of TLV indicator, always static



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 0002
mystery, constant for each station.



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 0002

def todate(d):

d=[ord(c) for c in d]

return ’%02d-%02d-%04d’ % (

((d[1] & 1) << 4) | (d[0] >> 4),

((d[1]>>1) & 0xf),

(d[1] >> 5) + 2014)



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 0002
total consumption



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 0002
temp1 and temp2



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 00 02
consumption in current bi-weekly cycle



a011 9f1d 9f01 102a 9c01 1108 6108 00 02
consumption in previous bi-weekly cycle





. . . more weeks of collecting samples and staring at hex dumps



the rest:
0002 231f 3935 5945 4c40 0e04 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
01

I Radio transfer of the mid-month and month-end
figures, making intermediate on-site meter reading
superfluous



water meter packet payload structure

<-const-> ???? const

a206 531e 0100 102a 4700 0400 0011

date ^^^^ cur ^^

total ^^^^ prev ^^

1113 1310 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

^------------------last-22--------------------------->



conclusion



privacy impact

I the consumption values granularity is not enough to track
individuals on a short-term basis. Cannot deduce if someone
is at home today.

I In the long-term some demographic values can be deduced,
but those I guess were available already to the public utilities.

I Interesting corner-case are the temp1/temp2 values which are
updated on each transmission, and could be used to deduce
persons short-term presence based on statistical methods.

I lacking a receiver the only way to mess with the meter itself is
using the infra port. so this might not be the best target for
SCADA-CYBER-APT-IOT fears.

I your neighbours can read this stuff.



reversing

I in retrospect much is already documented, i just messed up
the order of finding the docs and fiddling with this device.

I the application specific parts will provide for some further
interesting insights with more samples over time.

I would be interesting to also have a look at the collection
devices, the receivers.



code

I https://github.com/stef/smeter

I https://github.com/jmichelp/gr-wmbus

https://github.com/stef/smeter
https://github.com/jmichelp/gr-wmbus

	in the beginning…

